Prints: black and white 8 x 10's:

1. 3 women (Sanmarco, WMC; Del Mundo, Pres. MWIA; Howell, WMC) – Ed Murray, n.d. (c. 1970?)
2. class of? outside Queen Lane, n.d., (c. 1992?)
3. class of? outside Queen Lane, n.d., (c. 1992?)
4. classroom full of women students looking at 2 fetuses in a jar, n.d. (c. 1950?)
5. 2 unidentified women in white coats (students?) attending to a man's hand, n.d. (c. 1950?)
6. unidentified women students seated at a table with books and drinks (overhead shot), n.d. (c. 1950?)
7. 3 graduation photos, 1967, 1974, 1976; all taken by Ed Murray; Glenda Donoghue is in the 1976 image (standing, left rear)
8. Lewis Delavan and Lorraine Haskins working in a lab, n.d. (c. 1965?)
10. five unidentified people at a refreshment table; verso: “2/4/70 lab open house”; accompanied by press release announcing the WMC Auxiliary’s planned tour of the “New $1.7 Million Clinical Pathology Laboratory.”
12. “Department of Pathology/The Medical College of Pennsylvania/1978” (staff, faculty standing in front of WMC Hospital)
13. unidentified African American woman using lab equipment, nd
14. 4 photographs: verso: “2/4/70 Lab Open House”: 3 unidentified women nurses (this collection also includes a 4 x 5 copy of this image); African American man in white coat speaking with three people in a lab; African American man in white coat speaking with two women in a lab; 5 women seated at a table, one standing
15. 6 images glued to backing paper reading “The Laboratory Professionals/Approved/E.A.E 4/2/82”, probably mock-ups for a publication; images show unidentified white-coated people working in labs
16. 15 images of students (nurses? Lab techs?) and faculty in lab settings; there are two copies of two of these images; 12 of the 15 identify the photographer: William H. Kerper, Flourtown, PA, one of which is dated 1967, the others, 1969; the remaining 3 are not dated
Prints: color, 8 x 10s

1. group in whites, unidentified, nd (c. 1982?)
2. group in whites, unidentified, nd (c. 1982?)
3. group in whites, unidentified, 1980
4. group in whites, unidentified, 1983

Prints: black and white reprints from Archives collection

1. 30 of these are 4 x 5’s, clearly reprints from the Archives images, complete with p3′s and identifications in Barbara Williams’ handwriting – worth keeping?

Prints: black and white, 4x5

1. 4 unidentified images: 1: 3 unidentified women nurses at the lab open house, 1970 (this collection also includes an 8 x 10 copy of this image); 2. 2 nursing students and male faculty (?) – 2 copies; 3. 4 people seated at a dinner; group of student nurses and faculty in front of bas relief; nd (c. 1970?)
2. Lewis Delavan and Lorraine Haskins working in a lab, n.d. (c. 1965?) – two copies
3. 6 students in a lab (one looking through microscope) and faculty member; identified as follows: “Marie Lee with Lab Trainees”; nd (c. 1975?)
4. 4 unidentified images: 2 show groups of women in white uniforms (nurses?); 2 women in a lab at microscopes; 2 women in a lab (student and faculty?); nd (c. 1970?)

Prints: black and white, 5.5 x 4

1. unidentified woman in white lab coat in a lab; photographer: William H. Kerper, Flourtown, PA; 1969

Prints: black and white, 5 x 7

1. unidentified woman doc with child patient, 1992; photographer: Steven M. Falk
2. Frankford Hospital doorway, n.d.
3. unidentified woman in white coat in lab, nd; photographer: William H. Kerper, Flourtown, PA
4. unidentified man and woman working at a desk in a lab, n.d. (c. 1970?); William H. Kerper, Flourtown, PA
5. “MT Class of 1985” - Medical Technician?; graduation photograph
Prints: color, 3x5
1. conversation pit at Moore Library, nd (c. 1990?)

Prints: color, 3.5 x 3.5
1. 23 unidentified images of nursing students and faculty in labs and various other settings, nd (c. 1972?)
2. 2 photographs: one each of a woman in working in lab, nd (c. 1973?)

Prints: color, 4 x 4
1. 7 unidentified images of nursing students and faculty in labs and various other settings, 1972

Prints: color, 5 x 7
1. “M.T. Class – June 1981” (Medical Technician?)

Prints: color 2x3, 3x5, 5x7, 8x10; probably taken for use in the yearbook
1. 26 images of well-known spots in Philadelphia, n.d.
2. 18 images of signs, buildings, etc. related to MCP, n.d.

Prints: color

11 pages with multiple images laid out for the 1997 yearbook

Slides: color

1. set of 4: 2 of QL façade; 1 of MCP Hospital façade; one of historic site marker
2. 33 images contained in a slide box marked “Lab Pictures/Students/10/81”; students in groups, labs and leisure activities (picnic, softball, restaurant/bar)

Other images:

1 card showing image of the historic site marker for the Female Medical College of Pennsylvania